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AFRICAN APOCALYPSE

SHOW TIME: SUNDAY 9pm

AFRICAN APOCALYPSE follows the trail of a 19th

Century French colonial military commander who
burned his way across Africa. Tens of thousands were
massacred in the name of imperial domination.

With communities still devastated by a century old
atrocity speaking out for the first time, Nylander
begins to question his own sense of belonging.

The One-Half Hour series dubbed in Hausa premiered
on AREWA24 on February 27, 2022, at 9pm with
repeats on following Sunday in April 2022.

Produced by British Nigerian activist, Femi Nylander
and directed by award winning director, Rob Lemkin.
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AREWA24 is a 100% Nigerian media corporation that includes a television
network, a high-capacity Hausa language production studio and a global
subscription-video-on-demand service.

Reaching over 40 million viewers, AREWA24 is the leading and consistently
highest-rated Hausa language entertainment and lifestyle television network
in Nigeria and West Africa, fully distributed as a free-to-air satellite channel
and as part of all major Pay-Tv lineups – DSTV (CH 261), GOTV (CH
101), StarTimes (CH 138), StarSat (CH 538), Canal+ (285) and
TSTV (CH 361).

AREWA24 is home to the largest library of HD Hausa language content
across genres and formats anywhere in the world. Along with its
entertainment programming, AREWA24 also serves its communities by
addressing critical community-relevant issues such as girl education,
corruption, gender-based violence, health challenges, interreligious conflict
and youth employment.

ABOUT AREWA24
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AREWA24 AUDIENCE (GENDER BASE)

Over 53% of AREWA24 audience are 
Females
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AUDIENCE DEMOGRAPHY (SEC)

SOURCE: NIGERIA DIARY TELEVISION MARCH 2022

Over 90% of AREWA24 audience are 
within the C and D socio-economic 

class
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AUDIENCE DEMOGRAPHY (AGE)

SOURCE: NIGERIA DIARY TELEVISION MARCH 2022

Over 88% of AREWA24 audience are 
between ages 16 – 49 years
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VIEWERS REACHED IN FEB 2022

At least over 2.5m viewers watched the 
Premier Episode on February 27
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VIEWERS REACHED IN MAR 2022

Over 4.9m viewers watched the 
Repeat Episodes in March 2022
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The African Apocalypse as aired on AREWA24 would be considered a
successful and highly impactful documentary show with resonates with a lot
of African or Northern Nigeria viewers.

Reaching a combination of over 7.4 million viewers (premier episode and
repeat broadcast), it’s indeed a testament that the documentary show was
largely welcomed by the AREWA24 audience.

SUMMARY
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CONTACTS: 

Celestine Umeibe 
Chief Commercial Officer
cumeibe@arewa24.com
+234(0)8023673730 

You can also visit www.arewa24.com for additional 
information on AREWA24 and its programming and show 

schedules. 

Enquiries 

mailto:cumeibe@arewa24.com



